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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Laura Campbell and I was an OHIP intern this summer in Chicago, Illinois. I am a master of public health and master of business administration candidate and the University of Illinois at Chicago. I am presenting on the project that I worked on with an other OHIP intern Maria Patino who is a master of urban planning candidate at UCLA. Our project was an investigation of occupational hazards and reporting among Latino temp workers in manufacturing. 



Background
• The Problem

• Increase in temporary 
workforce 

• Triangular employment 
relationship

• OSHA
• New Temporary Worker 

Initiative
• Dual responsibility for 

agency and client 
company

(source: Poweserv Group, n.d.)
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Starting with some background on the issue. The temporary workforce has more than doubled over the past two decades. The boom of this relatively new workforce has highlighted new issues related to occupational health and safety. The temporary staffing workforce is characterized by a unique triangular employment relationship. Client companies contract with temporary staffing agencies who provide the workers to the companies. This relationship makes the enforcement of workplace laws difficult and inconsistent. In many cases, both the client company and the staffing agency deny full responsibility for worker health and safety. Due to this distinct employment relationship and a high number of injuries and illnesses among temp workers, specifically a high number of fatalities, in April 2013 OSHA introduced the Temporary Worker Initiative (TWI) “to increase OSHA’s focus on temporary workers in order to highlight employers’ responsibilities to ensure theses workers are protected from workplace hazards.” 



Background

• Chicago Workers Collaborative
• Mission: full employment 

and equality for the lowest 
wage-earners 

• 4 Locations: Aurora, Chicago, 
Rolling Meadows, Waukegan

CWC locations local area map 
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Our host organization was Chicago Workers Collaborative (CWC), a worker organization that “promotes full employment and equality for the lowest wage-earners, particularly temporary staffing workers, through leadership and skills training, critical assistance and services, advocacy and collaborative action (CWC, 2013).” The Collaborative has four offices in northeastern Illinois. In  Aurora, Chicago, Rolling Meadows, and Waukegan.This current project builds off of two prior OHIP projects and the Collabroative and UIC’s leadership training of temp workers to be health and safety promoters. This year with the background understanding of the field from past OHIP projects, trained health and safety promoters, and new OHSA initiatives, the next logical step was to delve deeper into the industry with the health promoters to identify dangerous companies and test OSHA’s response with their new initiatives in place. 



Background

CWC banner

• OHIP 2014
• Builds off of past OHIP projects and 

leadership training
• Collaborative action



Project Goals
• Work with health promoters to interview 

temp workers in manufacturing industry
• Identify dangerous companies and health 

and safety hazards 
• Collect information for OSHA complaints
• File OSHA complaints

Daniel Corral of CWC  speaking with a 
temporary worker about occupational 
hazards
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Our project objective was to work with health and safety promoters to interview other temp workers in the manufacturing industry to identify dangerous companies and health and safety hazards and to use the information we collected to help initiate OSHA complaints.



Host Organization and 
Personal Goals 
• CWC

• Interview 40 temp workers
• Start 10 OSHA complaints
• File 4 OSHA complaints

• Interns
• Create positive change in 

the industry
• Learn about occupational 

health and safety of temp 
workers and OSHA 
standards and procedures
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Specifically the Collaborative wanted to interview 40 temp workers which would lead to starting 10 OSHA complaints and filing 4. Personally as interns we wanted to create positive change in the industry and learn about occupational health and safety of low-wage workers and OSHA standards and procedures. 



Methods
• Background research
• Design interview materials

• Questionnaire
• Hazard Inventory

• Pilot and get feedback from health 
promoters, UIC faculty and CWC 
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Our first step was to conduct background research by reading scholarly articles provided by UIC and the collaborative and to become familiar with past projects. We met with our advisors from the organization and the university to discuss how the interviews would help us identify hazardous companies and file OSHA complaints.  We drafted a questionnaire and received feedback from UIC faculty, the collaborative staff, and the health promoters. We adapted and added to a document that had an image for every hazard in order to provide a visuals guide for our interviews, we called this our health and hazard inventory sheet. We also drafted a letter that we gave to every worker explaining why their story and experience is important. The interview materials were working documents and we continued to learn from our interview experiences and receive feedback from health promoters, UIC faculty, and the collaborative about how to improve the documents. 



Hazard Inventory adapted 
from the Instituto del 
Progreso Latino Health 
and Safety Bilingual 
Manual
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This is an example of the first two pages of our Hazard Inventory adapted from the Instituto del Progresso Latino. Each column is represents a hazard and includes an image, examples, and questions to obtain more detail about the hazard. 



Hazard Inventory adapted 
from the Instituto del 
Progreso Latino Health 
and Safety Bilingual 
Manual



Methods
• Held meetings with 

CWC organizers and 
promoters at each 
location to strategize 
and plan

• Identified known 
dangerous companies 
and workers there

July 2nd Planning meeting with Waukegan health 
promoters to discuss plan of action.
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We met with health promoters and staff from each worker center to strategize and create a plan of action for obtaining interviews as well as to address any concern or questions they might have.Our first step was to identify dangerous companies in their areas and workers who worked at these companies. Many of the promoters had worked at the dangerous companies therefore they could reach out to their former co workers for the interviews. We strategized as to how and when we would plan for the interviews.  



Methods 
• Worked with CWC 

organizers and health 
promoters to schedule 
interviews

• Investigated companies’ 
OSHA histories

• Consider where 
complaints should be filed Maria conducting interview with 

temporary worker Rosa
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We could not have obtained our interviews without the help of the promoters and organizers at the collaborative. They were the ones that helped us reach out to workers and set up meeting times. We met with workers at the worker centers, their homes, restaurants, and even did an interview in a parking lots. In addition to the workers that were identified at our planning meetings to have worked at dangerous companies the health promoters and organizers also scheduled interviews with other temp workers that they knew. The information we compiled from the interviews led us to conduct our own research to find more information on the companies OSHA complaint history.  We did this through internet searches and the OSHA webiste.  



Results
• Semi-structured interviews with 33 workers 
• Identified health and safety hazards at 30 companies 

• Type of companies
• Metal Foundries
• Feather Distributors
• Frozen Pizza Manufacturers

• Interviews averaged one hour
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In the end we interviewed 35 workers all of whom had very powerful stories to share and identified health and safety hazards at 30 companies in northeastern Illinois The types of companies varied and included metal foundries, plastic cup manufactures, feather distributors, and frozen pizza manufacturers.  Interviews averaged about an hour and were semi-structured using the materials we developed as a guide and always keeping in mind our goal of obtaining information that would be useful in filing OSHA complaints. 
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We found that the most common hazards identified by workers were stress, falls, sharp objects, and repetitive motion. 66% of workers identified stress such as pressure to work quickly and verbal abuse as a problem. Falls at the same level due to factors such as slippery floors, cluster workspaces, and holes in the floor were identified by 60% of workers. 60% of workers reported working with sharp objects that were a hazard. Repetitive motion was identified by 57% of workers as a hazard.



Results

Source: 2014 OHIP Chicago Interview
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We asked workers if they report hazards and to whom. We found that 77% of the workers reported hazards to the company and 31% said they reported to no one. Only one worker had ever reported a hazard to OSHA.  



Results

Source: 2014 OHIP Chicago Interview
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Most often workers reports of hazards go ignored, 37% of workers indicated this was the case. In some cases workers are punished by being made to work in less desirable or less safe areas or are even fired. 9% of workers stated that the hazard is fixed or removed after reported.Our results find that workers are reporting hazards specifically to the company but they are not being heard, this represents the importance of this project to help identify the hazardous companies that otherwise would have not come to light.			



Results
Final products for CWC 
• Interview materials 

• Questionnaire
• Hazard Inventory Sheet

• Company profiles that include 
• Description of factory, workforce, type of work, hazards 

present, temp agencies, injuries and illnesses, reporting 
procedures, and OSHA history

• Spreadsheets with information about all the workers, 
companies, and hazards

• Press release
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In addition to this and other data that we obtained we had “give back products” for the collaborative. Our give back products consisted of the interview materials- the questionnaire and the hazard inventory sheet; an extensive portfolio that identifies 30 dangerous companies and with profiles on each one that includes a description of the factory, the workforce, type of work, the hazards present, common injuries and illnesses, reporting procedures, and OSHA inspection and complaint history. The profiles we compiled helped us and our team decide whether to move forward with OSHA complaints and what additional information would be necessary for a complaint to be filed.  At the end of OHIP 2 complaints had been filed and one was filed shortly after OHIP ended. 



Challenges
• Project

• Time
• Goals

• OSHA
• Time
• OSHA requirements and concerns
• Differences with worker priorities and concerns

• Worker Population
• Fear
• Terminology/Language
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As is likely the case for most OHIP projects one of our biggest challenges was time. We would have like to have more time to prepare before going out into the field and more time in the field doing interviews. One of the initial goals of the project was to train the health promoters first and have them conduct the interviews with us, however when it came down to getting started the time constraints resulted in our host organization wanting us to just do the interviews ourselves. So we started out that way and brought the health promoters in as they were willing and able. As a result about half of the health promoters are ready to conduct interviews on their own while the other half still need more training.Another challenge was the occasional disconnect between what the workers feel are the most pressing health and safety concerns, like bathroom breaks and heat, versus what OSHA standards prioritize like machine guarding and forklifts. One worker said “I will do any job, it doesn’t matter what you make me do, just let me go to the bathroom and drink water when I need to!” Many workers were hesitant to speak out for fear of losing jobs. We were fortunate to work with experienced organizers who helped build trust with the workers.The terminology and language was also a challenge. The combination of Spanish, English, Spanglish, and very specific factory and manufacturing terms that we were not familiar with in either language made understanding the workers a difficult at times. 



Successes
• Portfolio of 30 companies 
• Foundation for OSHA 

complaints
• Built relationships

• New workers
• OSHA
• Health promoters

• Interview materials
• Helped file 2 OSHA 

complaints
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Ultimately we are very proud of the work we have done. Our portfolio of companies gives the Collabrative a more concrete understanding of the working conditions and players in northeastern Illinois temp labor. Another success was the relationships we built and people we helped connect from workers, to organizers, to government officials, to academics, to community members. Our give back product of investigation materials will facilitate the continuation of this work.



Workers filing an OSHA complaint with CWC organizers, OHIP intern, and OSHA Area 
Directors at the Aurora OSHA office
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Our biggest success was achieving our ultimate goal of helping file OSHA complaints. Two complaints were filed and our work has set the foundation for more. These are photos of workers, Collaborative organizers, OSHA representatives and OSHA area directors filing complaints. 



Temporary workers meet with OSHA area director to discuss health and safety 
issues in their workplace
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Our biggest success was achieving our ultimate goal of helping file OSHA complaints. Two complaints were filed and our work has set the foundation for more. These are photos from just this week of workers, Collaborative organizers, OSHA representatives and OSHA area directors taking complaints. 



Recommendations 
• CWC

• Maintain relationships 
• Continue training and empowering health promoters
• Maintain and add to company profiles 

• OSHA
• Continue to expand Temporary Worker Initiative to 

increase protections for temporary workers
• Enforce laws and regulations through Temporary Worker 

Initiative
• Revise standards
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Our recommendations for the Collaborative are to maintain relationships with the workers that we interviewed. Many of them had never heard of the collaborative therefore it is important to ensure that they now remain informed and are encouraged to become promoters in the future. Another recommendation is to continue training and empowering health promoters, lastly we recommend that they maintain and update the company profiles.�Our recommendations for OSHA are that it continue to expand and increase protections for temp workers through the temporary worker initiative. OSHA must revise standards and ENFORCE the laws.



Updates Since OHIP
• CWC/OSHA

• One additional complaint filed
• High priority, ongoing OSHA investigations at all three 

companies
• Interns 

• Continuing occupational health and safety work and studies
• Plans for additional data analysis and publication



Personal Reflections
• Life changing learning 

experience
• Challenges and successes
• Connection with workers and 

their stories
• Motivation to continue “en 

la lucha” 
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We are both so grateful to have had the opportunity to participate in OHIP and to work with CWC, UIC, and OSHA on this project. It was truly a life changing experience. The successes as well as challenges taught us so much about occupational health and safety, working with workers, community organizations, government agencies, and academic institutions. Connecting with workers and hearing their stories was a unique and moving experience that motivates us to continue “en la lucha” to continue in the fight for social justice and for healthy and safe working conditions for all. 
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